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Clean Energy in Massachusetts -- The First 10 Years
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Key Roles In Massachusetts Climate & Clean Energy 
Landscape – Public Sector

Legislature/EEA/DOER/DEP

What do we need to do?

MassCEC

How do we do it?

DPU

Who is going to pay for it & how 

much?

Utilities/Mass Save 

How do we distribute solutions to as 

many electricity customers as possible?

Policy Frameworks Early Market and 

Technology Development

Regulate Utilities Implement Proven 

Solutions

Establishes long-term goals and set 

policies to help achieve those goals 

(e.g., Net-zero by 2050; 3200 

MW of Offshore wind by 2035; 

Renewable Portfolio Standards)

Tests and generates on-the-ground 

solutions by enabling private sector, 

universities, nonprofits and public 

entities to explore new methods of 

achieving goals and implementing 

policies (e.g. funding prototype 

development; demonstrate new 

technologies in real world 

environment; identify/remove market 

barriers)

Works to ensure reliable electricity 

service at lowest possible cost.  

Reviews utility plans and determines 

how much the utilities can charge for a 

particular product, investment or 

service. 

Once solutions are identified and 

proved out, utilities, Mass Save and 

private sector administers at scale. 

(e.g. home energy audits, rebates for 

insulation and high efficiency 

appliances)
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Key Roles In Massachusetts Climate & Clean Energy 
Landscape – Private Sector

Utility Customers

How do I get (and afford) what I 

need?

MassCEC

How do solutions, new and existing, 

get to market?

Project Developers and Large 

Corporations

How can I make a profit with my 
product/service?

Startups and Universities

What are tomorrow’s solutions?

Consumption of Energy 

Products/Services

Early Market and 

Technology Development

Build New Assets; Sell 
New Products/Services

Invention of New Ideas/ 

Solutions

Residential, commercial and 
industrial customers of all sizes 

depend on affordable, 
uninterrupted access to energy 
services (e.g., lighting, heating 

and cooling, refrigeration).

Test and generate on-the-ground 
solutions by enabling companies 

and universities to push new 
products and services from lab to 

marketplace (e.g. funding prototype 
development; demonstrate new 

technologies in real world 
environment; identify/remove 

market barriers).

Project developers and technology 
companies need clear market signals 

and a profitable business 
opportunity to bring products and 

services to market.

Innovators need a supportive 
ecosystem and a cutting edge 

workforce to rapidly move new 
solutions into the market.
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MassCEC -- Market Catalyst Delivering Unique Benefits 

Help Massachusetts to Net Zero
Continued development of technologies, applications, and 
business models is critical to reaching our climate goals. 
MassCEC is well positioned to identify, support, demonstrate 
and accelerate clean energy and climate solutions to market. 

Reduce Costs by Engaging Private Markets
Targeted public sector investment in innovative climate 
solutions de-risks and attracts private sector investment, 
reducing the cost of achieving net zero for all ratepayers.

Make Massachusetts a World-Class Clean Tech Hub
When Massachusetts cultivates early-stage ideas and 
innovations into companies with a worldwide market, the 
state's future competitiveness, economic prospects, and global 
impact are strengthened.

Improve Policy Implementation and Outcomes
Positioned at the intersection of industry and policy, MassCEC 
can test and optimize future policy solutions, accelerating policy 
outcomes and improving cost-effectiveness.

58,000 – MassCEC programs avoided 275,000 metric tons of 
CO2 per year, equivalent to taking 58,000 cars off the road

2.2 Million: Companies MassCEC has invested in have avoided 
emissions of 1.68 million metric tons, the equivalent of 2.2 
million acres of forest land

5,400– MassCEC’s Passive House program demonstrating 540 
affordable housing units has led to over 5,400 units considering 
Passive House, informing MassSave incentive levels.

20,069 – MassCEC’s Air Source Heat Pump program funded over 
20,000 projects, demonstrating cost-effectiveness for MassSave
program.

#2– MA ranked #2 for overall innovation (Bloomberg), clean 
energy workers/capita, and clean tech leadership (Clean Edge)

52,000 and 86 – Since 2010, the clean energy industry has 
added over 52,000 new clean energy jobs, an 86% increase

$4.8 Billion and 36 – In 2019, clean energy was a $14 billion 
MA industry, a $4.8 billion and 36% increase since 2013

$2 Billion – Leveraged private and federal capital

1:9 – For every $1 MassCEC has invested in early stage 
companies, third parties have invested $9

1:4 – For every $1 of MassCEC project installation support, 
third parties have invested $4



MassCEC Focus Areas Mapped to GHG Inventory and 
2050 Decarbonization Pillars 

Buildings 
27%

Electricity
20%

Other
14%

Transportation
39%

2017 MA Greenhouse Gas 
(GHG) Inventory

Buildings Transportation

Grid Offshore Wind

MassCEC Focus Areas
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To achieve a 44% reduction by 2030 
(from 22.4% in 2017), among other 
things:*

• 766,000 Massachusetts homes 
and 20% of its commercial real 
estate must be heated by heat 
pumps (compare: ~20,000 heat 
pumps installed under 
MassCEC’s program 2014-2019)

• 1.9 million electric vehicles must 
be on the road (compare: 
~18,000 registered in MA as of 
mid-2019)

• Renewables must represent 38% 
of the state’s generation mix, up 
from 16% today

• Source: DOER Comprehensive Energy Plan, 12/18 



MassCEC Strategic Planning Process
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Stakeholder Insights on MassCEC’s Value 
Proposition:

Market Catalyst – Works with private sector, 
universities, nonprofits and public entities to 
identify challenges/barriers and to explore and 
launch new technologies and services

Market Leader – Only two other states with 
comparable agencies (NY & CA).

Neutral Party – Objective evaluator and “safe” 
state partner, able to surface and address 
challenges in a non-threatening way

Thought Leader – An agency that is always 
“looking around the corner”

Flexible and Responsive – Nimble and able to 
adjust quickly to market needs and direction

Execution – Executes first of its kind or difficult 
programming and projects

Executive Summary of  February 5, 2020 Report to MassCEC Board:

• Climate is one of  the most important societal issues today. 

• MassCEC can play a key role in enabling Massachusetts to achieve its climate and 

energy goals in the 2020s and beyond, while also positioning Massachusetts as an 

international climate innovation leader. 

• There is recognition for MassCEC to become a multi-sector agency to take 

advantage of  the best opportunities to impact greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions; this 

includes not just electric power but also transportation and buildings. 

• MassCEC can focus on advancing innovation towards reducing GHG not just in 

Massachusetts, but with technology and programmatic innovations that can have a 

national and global impact. Given the state’s strong capabilities in research and 

entrepreneurship, and strong investor and corporate activity in energy innovation, 

Massachusetts has potential to become a leading exporter of  technologies and 

solutions that reduce GHG emissions globally.  

• Given the 10-year track record of  success in focusing on clean energy and jobs, on 

developing nationally-recognized thought leadership, and on building strong 

organizational capacity, a focus on reducing GHG emissions is about ‘doing more of  

what works” and another way for MassCEC to drive job growth in Massachusetts. 
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MassCEC - the Next 10 Years
MassCEC will spur innovation that grows the state’s clean energy economy, 
helps achieve the Commonwealth’s climate goals, and advances 
Massachusetts’ position as an international climate solutions leader. 

MassCEC will prioritize the following focus areas:
• High Performance Buildings – MassCEC will accelerate the most impactful, resilient and cost-effective 

electrification technologies and approaches to decarbonizing the building sector.

• Clean Transportation - MassCEC will foster the development of cutting-edge, clean transportation 
technologies, surfacing new finance and business models that address the market barriers to electric 
vehicle deployment and jumpstarting the growth of clean transportation companies in Massachusetts. 

• Net Zero Grid - MassCEC is well positioned to support the technologies, such as microgrids and energy 
storage, that will enable a transition to a flexible and smarter grid and demonstrate innovative business 
models and market development policies for delivering resilience, risk management, clean energy and 
other benefits. 

• Offshore Wind - MassCEC will continue reducing project risk, increasing market confidence, and 
supporting economic development opportunities, including training a workforce to meet the industry’s 
specialized needs and growing a mature supply chain of Massachusetts suppliers and service providers.



How will MassCEC get there
The following are broad principles that guide the structure and the 
manner in which MassCEC approaches its programming and activities: 

• Provide policymakers, utilities and other stakeholders with the 
technologies, tools or actionable data needed to accelerate the 
establishment of policies, markets, institutions and incentives. 

• Execute on technology or business model innovation pilots and 
demonstrations that advance cost-effective and scalable climate and 
energy solutions. 

• Prioritize the technologies and sectors that address the most pervasive 
Massachusetts energy and climate challenges while maintaining 
flexibility to fund companies, projects and technologies offering 
national and global market opportunity and clean energy/climate 
impact. 

• Leverage other public and private funding to maximize investment in 
Massachusetts. 

• Continually refine programs to ensure that they address the most 
persistent and widely-recognized market and resource gaps. 

• Implement programs that are cost-effective, scalable and replicable 
and to the greatest extent take a holistic approach (e.g., a “whole-
building” or “whole-system” approach). 

• Grow Massachusetts’ innovation economy by attracting and retaining 
clean energy companies, continuing to build the clean energy 
workforce and strengthening the state’s clean energy innovation 
ecosystem. 
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Examples of MassCEC’s Role in 
Achieving Net Zero:

➢ Surface cost-effective building 
electrification technologies

➢ Construct public/private partnerships 
to scale replicable, cost competitive 
building retrofit models

➢ Fund research to identify electric 
heavy duty vehicle technology 
solutions

➢ Develop first mile/last mile low carbon 
public transit solutions

➢ Identify paths for integrating millions 
of electric vehicles onto a grid with 
substantially more intermittent 
renewables and storage

➢ Fund development of cost-effective 
long duration storage technologies

➢ Surface new clean microgrid models
➢ Build an offshore wind workforce and 

supply chain
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BUILDINGS: ENERGY, CARBON, AND MONEY

$2,500

27%

0% (net)

2 million

Annual household 

energy spending

MA GHG emissions from 

fossil fuels used in buildings

Proposed 2050 MA

emissions target

Number of buildings in MA



BUILDING ELECTRIFICATION LEADS TO LOWER GHG
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2050 Assumptions: 

• Electricity becomes 100% clean

• Building efficiency increases by 35%



BUILDINGS: ZERO EMISSIONS BY 2050

To achieve zero emissions by 2050 for the state’s 2.5+ million buildings, 
all buildings need: 

1. Deep weatherization

2. All heating, hot water, and appliances transitioned to electric

3. 100% clean grid electricity 

➢Market conditions are not driving necessary retrofit rates and will be 
insufficient to decarbonize the building sector

➢Significant state policies and programs likely necessary to eliminate 
emissions from buildings

0%



BUILDINGS: A LONG WAY TO GO BY 2050
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2050-Ready Buildings•MA in very early stages of transitioning buildings 

•2.5+ million buildings need to be transitioned in 
30 years

➢85,000+ per year

•Natural upgrade opportunities limited

• Heating: every 12-25 years

• Buildings:: every 20-40 years

• 1-2 easy transition oppty’s remain prior to 2050

•Decisions today have long-lasting impacts

2019 Comprehensive Energy Plan: references 

500,000 – 700,000 heat pumps by 2030

Mass Save: $1 Billion program, partially 

transitioning ~10,000 buildings per year
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MASSCEC BUILDINGS STRATEGY: 
CREATING 2025’s SOLUTIONS TODAY

Technical Solutions
 Advance individual technologies

 Enhance how technologies are implemented

 Establish a more integrated, systems approach with building envelope, HVAC, and appliances

Market Solutions 
 Develop a workforce – both skills and volume of workers

 Make it competitive with traditional options: cost-effectiveness, quality, or convenience

Consumer Solutions
 Inform, educate, help plan, and connect with industry

 Establish sufficient consumer demand to transition 3% of buildings per year (85,000+/yr in MA)

Must apply to all 

building typologies

Must apply to all 

energy consumers

Must be a compelling 

business opportunity 



MARKET INTERVENTION STAGES

Solution Generation: Research, propose, and 
test building decarbonization solutions

Prove-Out Solutions: Demonstrate solutions in 
real-world applications and pilot with industry 

Bring Solutions to Market: Facilitate industry 
and consumer implementation of solutions and 
support expansion of the associated market 

Key Themes in MassCEC 

Programming

• Target critical, unaddressed 

barriers

• Foster innovation across 

market stages

• Focus on replicable solutions

• Engage broadly with 

partners in industry, utilities, 

and state

• Be nimble and responsive to 

a dynamic, rapidly-evolving 

sector 



SOME KEY 
INDUSTRY 

CONCEPTS FOR 
THE 2020S

Innovation: how can innovation lower the cost and 
accelerate the rate of building decarbonization?

Systems, not technologies: how do we best integrate 
shell efficiency with electrification to deliver the most 
cost-effective low-carbon solution? 

Consumers: how do we make heat pumps and 
weatherization the default? 

Equity: how can decarbonization work for everyone? 

Zero over time: how do we take advantage of 
renovations and equipment replacement cycles? 

Address barriers: what programs could help 
overcome the many barriers to widespread building 
electrification? 
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WHOLE-HOME 
ELECTRIFICATION PILOT

Context: State greenhouse gas and local ordinances 
necessitate broad electrification of buildings

Challenge: Whole-home electrification uncommon and best 
practices still emerging 

Program Goal: Demonstrate cost-effective, efficient, and 
scalable whole-home electrification strategies to create a 
model for the electric home of 2025

Critical Questions: 

• How can modern heat pump technologies be installed to 
achieve high efficiencies? 

• What are the most cost-effective ways to electrify a 
home?

• How can this apply to different home typologies?



TRIPLE DECKER DESIGN 
CHALLENGE

Context: Dozens of unique building typologies exist in MA, 
many with high energy costs and GHG emissions

Challenge: Strategies for weatherization and building 
electrification are nascent, expensive, and difficult to implement

Program Goal: Identify scalable model for decarbonizing this 
common building by integrating weatherization, electrification, 
and renewables

Critical Questions: 

➢Cost Optimization: What is the optimal balance of 
weatherization with energy costs for an all-electric building?

➢Embodied Carbon: In upgrading a building, what building 
materials do not have significant carbon impacts?  

Prize 

Money!



CLEAN ENERGY LIVES HERE

1. Engage with consumers: increase awareness of solutions

2. Educate consumers and industry members: help people 
understand opportunities and benefits

3. Pledge & Plan: support consumers to commit and plan 
for “zero over time” building decarbonization

4. Facilitate consumer action: help consumers engage 
with industry to implement solutions

Technologies Considered: Whole building approach 
including clean heating & cooling, weatherization, building 
appliances (hot water, cooking, etc.), EV charging.

NEW!



THANK YOU!
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• MassCEC offshore wind program

• MA procurements

• Marine surveys and studies

• Transmission

• Ports and infrastructure

• Workforce

• Supply chain

• Research and innovation

• Gulf of Maine

Overview



Technical projects and stakeholder engagement on marine wildlife, fisheries, habitat, 
met-ocean, and transmission.

In coordination with partner agencies, expand manufacturing, suppliers, services, 
infrastructure and grow a well-trained and highly-skilled workforce .

Support for and collaboration with institutions, industry, and government to advance 
technology innovation, learn from early deployments, and expand offshore energy 
research in the Commonwealth. 

MassCEC - offshore wind

PLANNING, ANALYSIS & ENGAGEMENT

SECTOR DEVELOPMENT

RESEARCH & INNOVATION

Advance and support the responsible development of offshore wind 
and increase local jobs and economic activity.



• Significant local renewable resource, close to “load”

• Essential to meeting GHG reduction/net-zero goals

• Regional retirements create room for new generation

• System benefits
- Competitive pricing

- Production profile coincident with winter peak demand

• Economic effects
- $70B opportunity for offshore wind supply chain

- 2018 MA assessment - 1,600 MW of offshore wind:

• 2,000 to 3,000 direct job years over next 10 years

• $675M to $800M economic impact

• Vineyard Wind and Mayflower Wind projects:
- Eliminate 3.36M tons CO2 annually (750,000 cars/year)

- $7.4B in energy related savings

Offshore wind: climate and economic benefits



• 7 LEASE AREAS

• 1,418 MILES2

• 4 DEVELOPER TEAMS

• 6 PROJECTS SELECTED

• 4,110 MW CONTRACTED



• 2016 statute (§83C) – DOER and utilities to solicit 
1,600 MW of cost-effective offshore wind

• 2017 – 1st RFP (83C-1)

- Vineyard Wind 800 MW project selected in 
May 2018 at 8.4 cents/kWh

- PPA contracts approved by DPU in April 2019

• 2019 – 2nd RFP (83C-2)

- Mayflower Wind 800 MW project selected in 
October 2019 at 7.8 cents/kWh

- PPA contracts submitted to DPU on February 
10, 2020

Massachusetts procurements: 83C-1 and 83C-2



• 2018 statute – Increase OSW goal by additional 
1,600 MW, pending study

- Necessity, benefits and costs

- DOER may require utilities to solicit and 
procure offshore wind energy transmission

• DOER study released May 2019 recommended:

- Total of 3,200 MW 

- Predictable procurements 24-30 months 
apart: 2022 (83C-3) and 2024 (83C-4)*

- Potential for separate solicitation for 
independent transmission in 2020

Massachusetts future procurements



• Large whales and sea turtles

- 5 Campaigns funded by MassCEC and BOEM

- Led by New England Aquarium

- Campaign 6 adds support from OSW leaseholders

• OSW/fisheries pilot studies

- Funding from MassCEC, BOEM, RIDEM

- 3 topic areas informed by white paper

- 5 awards made in April, press release pending

• Regional wildlife science entity for OSW

- Collaboration on regional monitoring and 
research: structure, funding, priorities

- Request for Qualifications – Q3 2020

Surveys and studies



• ISO-NE assessment of OSW additions during 
severe cold spell 12/24/17 - 1/8/18 (16 days)

- 1,600 MW displaces fossil fuel generation

✓ 70% capacity factor → 435,000 MWh

✓ $80-85M savings in production costs

✓ 11% of CO2 emissions avoided

• ISO-NE offshore wind study underway

- For 2030 system, 7GW OSW could avoid major 
additional 345kV reinforcements

- Production costs & GHG emissions decrease

• MA OSW Transmission Technical Conference -
March 3; stakeholder comment process

Transmission

Source: ISO-NE



• Overview of offshore wind in MA and region

• OSW transmission architecture and technology

• Regional transmission system (ISO-NE)

• Legal and regulatory issues

• Transmission ownership, financing, and planning

• European experience: highlights and takeaways 

• Panel: Separate independent transmission prior to next offshore wind solicitation? 

- Is there a structure(s) that would allow for a competitive and successful independent 
offshore wind transmission solicitation?

- Can benefits of independent transmission be captured through a solicitation following 
the authority provided by the 2018 Act to Advance Clean Energy?

- Can benefits be evaluated and included in a total cost and benefits analysis?

www.mass.gov/service-details/offshore-wind-study

MA OSW Transmission Conference – March 3



• MassCEC study to evaluate existing port and 
waterfront infrastructure as potential locations 

• 19 South Coast and Boston sites evaluated:

- Engineering assessment

- Redevelopment scenarios and reuse cases

- Permitting, regulatory processes, and 
timelines

- Limitations and conditions

• North Shore sites to be added:

- Initial focus on construction base port and 
manufacturing / production locations

- 20 acres or greater

Ports and infrastructure



• 2018 OSW Workforce Assessment

- Target priority occupations: skilled 
trades, water transportation, O&M 
technicians

• MassCEC FY19 OSW/workforce grant 
awards – in progress

- GWO safety and technical training

- Education programs and certificates

• MassCEC FY20 workforce grant 
solicitation

- Partnerships with offshore wind industry

- Expanding access to OSW jobs

- OSW program development

• Community of practice

Workforce



• Massachusetts OSW Supply Chain Directory

- New platform: directory.masscec.com

- Inventory of business information, capabilities, 
contacts, opportunities

• Forums, “Meet the Buyer” events, and specific 
assistance to connect OSW industry with local 
services and suppliers

- IPF and USOW20 conferences

- MA, RI and CT forum TBD

• MassCEC OSW supply chain assessment RFP

- Analysis of MA and regional OSW supply chain

- Technical and engagement support for supply 
chain development activities

Supply chain

http://directory.masscec.com/


• National Offshore Wind Research and 
Development Consortium

- Recent awards (12 funded proposals - $10.3M)

- Announcement in May

• MassCEC funding: AmplifyMass, InnovateMass

• Massachusetts Research Partnership

- Hub for offshore wind research 

- Convening of national Partnership for Offshore 
Wind Energy Research www.power-us.org/

Research and innovation

http://www.power-us.org/


Gulf of Maine

• BOEM formation of the Gulf of Maine 
Renewable Energy Task Force 

• Representatives from MA, NH, ME, 
federal agencies and municipalities

• 1st Task Force meeting December 2019

• Deeper waters: 50m to 200m

• Greater wind resource farther offshore

• Floating wind technology

• Next Task Force meeting – TBD (Fall?)

• Phased, multi-year process from 
planning to leasing



Thank you

Visit us at www.MassCEC.com/offshore-wind

Follow us on social media 
Sign up for our Daily News Digest, 

Events Newsletter and more! 
masscec.com/email-updates
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MA GHG EMISSIONS (CO2e) 2017
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INDUSTRY STATUS IN MASSACHUSETTS

300,000 EVs by 2025

Clean transportation 

job growth

Clean transportation firm 

growth

Industry Goals Status

22,000 EVs as of July 2019

1% of registered light-duty vehicles

61% from 2015-2019

29% from 2015-2019



CLEAN TRANSPORTATION & MASSCEC

MassCEC will foster the development of cutting-edge, clean transportation 
technologies, surfacing new finance and business models that address the 
market barriers to electric vehicle deployment and accelerating the growth of 
clean transportation companies in Massachusetts. 

Key Role: test and generate on-the-ground solutions 

✓ funding prototype development

✓ demonstrate new technologies in real world environment

❑ identify/remove market barriers



MASSCEC CLEAN TRANSPORTATION 
INITIATIVES

MassCEC has funded more than 

$4.6M in 33 awards

26%
Early Stage/Start-Up

24%
Commercialization

8%
Workforce

22%
Investments



ACTNOW:
ACCELERATING CLEAN TRANSPORTATION NOW

Pilot innovative, replicable clean transportation 
adoption and deployment business and service 
delivery models.

Goal: catalyze a variety of low carbon 
transportation solutions, across different modalities, 
vehicle types, populations, and regions of the state.



ACT NOW PROGRAM 
INNOVATIVE DEMONSTRATION/PILOT TOPIC AREAS

Light-duty vehicles

Financing models

Delivery and education 
models

Verifiable trip reduction 
and/or mode switching 

Medium- and heavy-
duty vehicles

Financing models

Verifiable trip reduction 

Mass transit

Financing and 
maintenance support 

models

Models to service first 
mile/last mile transit 

needs

Models to enable 
intermodal transit

Other

Vehicle-to-grid 
technology

Price-responsive electric 
vehicle charging

Open applicant 
proposals



ACTNOW SUPPORTING FUTURE PROGRAMS

Building upon successes of past and active 
programs

State: EEA, DOER, DEP, DOT 

Utilities

Need more than one-for-one replacement Directed by the Governor’s  Commission on the Future of 
Transportation

Focus on people in addition to vehicles 
and assets

Regional Transportation Climate Initiative (TCI)

Metrics and project specific data sets Vehicle-mile, person-mile, ton-mile, GHG, scalable market 
sectors, underserved populations, duty cycles, grid benefits
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WHY IS THE 
GRID PART OF 

NET ZERO?

o MassCEC’s Net Zero Grid work is focused on enabling
emission reductions

o Deep decarbonization means lots of electrification and 
continued transformation of our grid mix

o Three big problem areas for MassCEC – all focused on 
integrating renewable generation:

o Load balancing (load flexibility, firming renewable resources)

o Interconnection of new renewable resources

o Resiliency

o How are we approaching these problem areas?

o Stakeholder collaborations

o Technology development grants

o Market development funding (technical support + pilots/demos)

59



BALANCING RENEWABLE GENERATION

60
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ENERGY STORAGE AS A CLEAN ASSET CLASS

26 
Projects

ACES  

Program 

Results
MassSave 

pipeline?

$20M Awarded

$32M Leveraged

11 Host Types

9 Use Cases
32 MW

Energy Storage

Why? Energy Storage Can Result In $2+ Billion In Benefits To Commonwealth;

Key Component Of Renewable Grid 

Tactic: Unlock viable new business models

Timeline:

•2015: MassCEC and DOER release State of Charge study on benefits of storage

•2015 – 2016: Gov Baker launches Energy Storage Initiative and establishes 200 MWh storage target 

•2017 – 2018: MassCEC and DOER  launch ACES program. DOER adds storage incentive to solar program 

•2019: Greentech Media recognized MA as one of fastest growing storage markets in US



NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND APPROACHES TO LOAD 
FLEXIBILITY

o Load shape research

o NEEP

o Dynamic electrification

o Medley Thermal

o Process electrification

o Onvector

o H2 generation

o ITM Power

o Angstrom Advanced
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INTERCONNECTING ADDITIONAL 
RESOURCES
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STAKEHOLDER 
SERIES

o Six events over 2019

o First event focused on 
interconnection

oSecond event on metering

o Surfaced issues relating to 
current tariff structure, process, 
and others

o Since taken up in DPU 19-55

o
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT GRANTS

o Interconnection support software

o Gridtwin (MIT spin-out)

o DER management / microgrid control

o Heila

o Power quality management

o WPI – co-funding with Eversource
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RESILIENCY
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WHY RESILIENCY?
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COMMUNITY MICROGRIDS PROGRAM:
FEASIBILITY STUDY LOCATIONS
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COMMUNITY 
MICROGRID 
PROGRAM: 

LESSONS 
LEARNED

o Needs analysis is a crucial first step

o Project proponents need support to define use cases, identifying 
critical vs. non-critical load, and prioritizing different benefits 
and costs

o Lack of data access can impede project progress

o Many projects encounter a bottleneck when attempting to access 
and acquire relevant data

o Includes both load data and distribution system data (topology, 
ratings, etc.)

o Microgrids aren’t always the right answer

o Costs for wires-type upgrades are often substantial

o Without load management, often minimal benefit to islanding 
buildings together

o Few buildings with substantial heat load to justify CHP

o Weak economic argument for centralizing PV + battery 
investments
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CLEAN ENERGY AND RESILIENCY 
(“CLEAR”) PROGRAM

o Builds on lessons from Community Microgrids program

o Up to 9 additional site-specific studies

o May consider system types other than microgrids

o Additional focus on criticality of loads within buildings

o Incorporate more/deeper EE potential analysis to support duration of storage/electrification

o Include potential for vehicle electrification

o Additional scope: resiliency toolkit for communities

o How much PV + battery do I need for an average MA fire station to ride through a 1 – 3 
day outage?

o Additional scope: resiliency certification

o How can first responders + storm response crews know that a site has ride-through 
capabilities?
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THANK YOU!
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Moderated Discussion

Environmental Business Council of New England

Energy  Environment  Economy

Moderator: Tom Rooney

Program Chair

Vice President, Advanced Energy Services

TRC



Closing Remarks

Environmental Business Council of New England

Energy  Environment  Economy

Tom Rooney

Program Chair

Vice President, Advanced Energy Services

TRC


